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1 POLYNOMIAL CODES OVER CERTAIN FINITE FIELDS
On January 21,1959, Irving Reed and Gus Solomon submitted a paper to the
Journal of the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics. In June of
1960 the paper was published: five pages under the rather unpretentious title
"Polynomial Codes over Certain Finite Fields" [17]. This paper described a
new class of error-correcting codes that are now called Reed-Solomon codes.
In the decades since their discovery, Reed-Solomon codes have enjoyed countless applications, from compact disc™ players in living rooms all over the
planet to spacecraft that are now well beyond the orbit of Pluto. Reed-Solomon
codes have been an integral part of the telecommunications revolution in the
last half of the twentieth century. This book has been written in an attempt
to capture the power and utility of these codes, as well as the history of their
use. Each chapter has been written by specialists in digital communications
who have used Reed-Solomon codes in their engineering designs or have
made the analysis and implementation of Reed-Solomon codes a focus of
their research. The chapters can be loosely grouped into four classes: history,
code construction, applications, and decoding techniques. The chapter immediately following this introduction is a joint effort by Irving Reed and Gus
Solomon. In this chapter they describe the events that led up to the discovery
of Reed-Solomon codes and their experiences afterwards. It is basically historical in nature and provides some excellent insights into a great event in the
history of digital communications technology. The remaining chapters deal
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with Reed-Solomon codes in a more detailed, technical manner. It is thus appropriate that the reader be prepared with a bit of introductory material. The
remainder of this chapter presents the three basic techniques for constructing
Reed-Solomon codes and briefly discusses some typical applications and the
decoding problem. In the process, the remaining chapters in this book are
introduced.

2 THE ORIGINAL APPROACH TO REED-SOLOMON CODES
Reed-Solomon codes are constructed and decoded through the use of finite
field arithmetic. Finite fields were the discovery of the French mathematician
Evariste Galois and are thus sometimes referred to as Galois fields. A finite
field of q elements is usually denoted as GF(#). The number of elements in
a finite field must be of the form pm, where p is a prime integer and m is
a positive integer [12, 21]. For any given q of this form, the field GF(<?) is
unique up to isomorphisms (in other words, one can rename the elements in
the field, but it is still the same field). We can thus completely describe a finite
field by giving its size.
The order of an element a in GF(q) is the smallest positive integer m such
that am = 1. GF(q) always contains at least one element, called a primitive
element, that has order (q — 1). Let a be primitive in GF(q). Since (q — 1)
consecutive powers of a, {1, a, a 2 , . . . , aq"2}, must be distinct, they are the
(q — 1) nonzero elements of GF(q). The "exponential representation" of the
nonzero elements in the field provides an obvious means for describing the
multiplication operation: ax • ay = a^x^y\
Addition in GF(q) is almost as easy. A primitive element is a root of a
primitive polynomial p(x). The exponential representations for the nonzero
elements of GF(q) are reduced modulo the primitive polynomial to obtain a
"polynomial representation," which is used in the addition operation.
EXAMPLE: GF(8) p(x) = x3 + x + 1 is a primitive binary polynomial. Let a be a
root of p(x). This implies that a3 -f a -f 1 = 0, or equivalently, a3 = a + 1 (addition
and subtraction are the same in binary arithmetic).
Exponential Representation
Polynomial Representation
1
=
1
a1
=
a
a2
=
a2
3
a
=
a +1
a4
z=
a2 + a
a5
=
a 3 + a2 = a2 +a + 1
6
a
=
a3 + a2 + a = a2 + 1
0
= 0
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Addition is performed using the polynomial representation. To compute a2 +
a5 in GF(8), one begins by substituting the polynomial representations for the
exponential representations a2 and a 5 . The polynomials are then summed to
obtain a third polynomial representation, which may then be reexpressed as
a power of o?.
a2 + a5 = (a2) + (a2 + a + 1) == (a + 1) = or3
The original approach to constructing Reed-Solomon codes is extremely
simple (brilliant ideas usually are). Suppose that we have a packet of k
information symbols, {mo, m i , . . . , m^-i, /n^-i}, taken from the finite field
GF(<jO. These symbols can be used to construct a polynomial P(x) = mo +
m\x-\
\-mk~2Xk~2 + nik-]Xk~l. A Reed-Solomon code word c is formed
by evaluating P(x) at each of the q elements in the finite field GF(g).

c = (co, cu c 2 ,..., cq-x) = [P(0), P(a), / V ) , . . . , W 1 ) ] (1)
A complete set of code words is constructed by allowing the k information
symbols to take on all possible values. Since the information symbols are
selected from GF(#), they can each take on q different values. There are thus
qk code words in this Reed-Solomon code. A code is said to be linear if the
sum of any two code words is also a code word. It follows from Equation
(1) that Reed-Solomon codes are linear, for the sum of two polynomials of
degree (k - 1) is simply another polynomial of degree less than or equal to
(k - 1).
The number of information symbols k is frequently called the dimension
of the code. This term is derived from the fact that the Reed-Solomon code
words form a vector space of dimension k over GF(q). Since each code word
has q coordinates [see equation (1)], it is usually said that the code has length
n~q. When Reed-Solomon codes (and any other linear codes) are discussed,
they are usually denoted by their length n and dimension k as (/i, k) codes.
Each Reed-Solomon code word can be related by equation (1) to a system
of q linear equations in k variables, as shown below.
P (0) = mo
P(or) = m o + mio?+ m2or2 + ••• +mk-\ak~{
p (« 2 ) = mo + mxot2 + m2a4 + • • • + mk-\ct2(k~l)
p ( ^ - I ) = m 0 + m , ^ - 1 + m 2 a % - 1 ) + •••

(2)

+mk^a(k~{)(^])

Any k of these expressions can be used to construct a system of k equations
in k variables. For example, the first k of the above expressions form the
following system.
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This system can be shown to have a unique solution for the k information symbols {mo, m i , . . . , m^-i, rn^x} by computing the determinant of the
following coefficient matrix.
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(4)

Using cofactor expansion across the top row, the determinant of this matrix reduces to that of a Vandermonde matrix, and it can be shown that all
Vandermonde matrices are nonsingular [21]. The coefficient matrix for any
system formed by a combination of k expressions from equation (2) can be
reduced to Vandermonde form, so it follows that any k of the expressions in
equation (2) can be used to determine the values of the information coordinates.
We are now in a position to evaluate the ability of the Reed-Solomon code
to correct errors. Suppose that t of the code word coordinates are corrupted
by noise during transmission and received incorrectly. The corresponding
expressions in equation (2) are thus incorrect and would lead to an incorrect
solution if one or more of them were used in the system of equations in (3).
Assuming that we do not know where the errors are, we might construct
all possible distinct systems of k expressions from the set of expressions in
equation (2). There are (•[) such systems, (/+£~~l) of which will give incorrect
information symbols [ 17]. If we take the majority opinion among the solutions
to all possible linear systems, we will get the correct information bits so long
as (t+\~l) < ( V ) - T h i s condition holds if and only if / + k - 1 < q -t,
which in turn holds if and only if 2r < q —k + \. A Reed-Solomon code of
length q and dimension k can thus correct up to t errors, where t is as follows.
Note that L*J is the largest integer less than or equal to JC.

In 1964 Singleton showed that this was the best possible error correction
capability for any code of the same length and dimension [18]. Codes that
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achieve this "optimal" error correction capability are called maximum distance
separable (MDS). Reed-Solomon codes are by far the dominant members,
both in number and utility, of the class of MDS codes. MDS codes have a
number of interesting properties that lead to many practical consequences.
This is discussed in some detail in Chapter 7.
We have shown that erroneous expressions in equation (2) can be corrected up to some maximum number of errors. But what if some of the
expressions in equation (2) are missing altogether? In many digital communication systems, the demodulator can make a rough estimate as to whether a
given symbol at the output of the detector is reliable. For example, a binary
detector might consist of a simple hard limiter: analog received signals below
a certain threshold are made into zeros, those above the threshold become
ones. If we know that a particular signal is very close to the threshold, we
may want to declare that signal as being "erased" instead of assigning a binary
value that has a significant probability of being incorrect. When we erase a
Reed-Solomon code word coordinate, we are deleting the corresponding expression in equation (2) from consideration. Since we need only k correct
expressions to recover the information bits, we can erase up to q - k of the
code word coordinates. Combining this result with the above result for error
correction, it can be shown that a Reed-Solomon code can correct t errors and
v erasures so long as
2t + v<q-k
+ l.
(6)
Reed and Solomon's original approach to constructing their codes fell out
of favor following the discovery of the "generator polynomial approach" (the
subject of the next section). At the time it was felt that the latter approach led to
better decoding algorithms. It was not until 1982 that Tsfasman, Vladut, and
Zink, using a technique developed by Goppa, extended Reed and Solomon's
construction to develop a class of codes whose performance exceeded the
Gilbert-Varshamov bound [20]. The Gilbert-Varshamov bound is a lower
bound on the performance of error-correcting codes that many were beginning
to believe was also an upper bound. Tsfasman, Vladut, and Zink's work uses
several powerful tools from algebraic geometry to break open an entirely new
field of research that continues to attract a great deal of interest from coding
theorists. Yaghoobian and Blake explore this field in detail in Chapter 13.
They begin by considering Reed and Solomon's construction from an algebrageometric perspective. The Galois field elements {0, a, a 2 , . . . , ctq~x = 1}
are treated as points on a rational curve; along with the point at infinity,
they form the one-dimensional pwjective line. The operation in equation
(1) translates these points onto points on a curve in a higher-dimensional
projective space. Yaghoobian and Blake show that by changing the "base"
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curve from the projective line to a curve with more structure (i.e., one with
higher genus), codes defined by the transformation in equation (1) can yield
new codes that are extremely powerful.

3 THE GENERATOR POLYNOMIAL APPROACH
The generator polynomial construction for Reed-Solomon codes is the approach most commonly used today in the error control literature. This
approach initially evolved independently from Reed-Solomon codes as a
means for describing cyclic codes. A code is said to be cyclic if, for any code
word c = (co, ci,C2, ...,c w _2,c n _i), the cyclically shifted word
c' = (c\, C2, C3,..., cn-\, co) is also a code word. Cyclic codes were first
discussed in a series of technical notes and reports written between 1957 and
1959 by Prange at the Air Force Cambridge Research Labs [14-16]. This led
directly to the work published in March and September of 1960 by Bose and
Ray-Chaudhuri on what are now called BCH codes [4, 5]. (The "H" in BCH
is for Hocquenghem, whose 1959 paper presented independent work that included a description of BCH codes as a "generalization of Hamming's work"
[9].) Gorenstein and Zierler then generalized Bose and Ray-Chaudhuri's
work to arbitrary Galois fields of size pm, discovering along the way that they
had developed a new means for describing Reed and Solomon's "polynomial
codes" [8].
If an (n, k) code is cyclic, it can be shown that the code can always be
defined using a generator polynomial g(x) == go+gi*+g2*2H
\-gft~kXn~k.
In this definition each code word is interpreted as a code polynomial
(CO, C\, C2, ' " ' , Cn-.\) =» C0 + C\X + C2X2 + • • • + Cn-\Xn~l

(7)

A vector c is a code word in the code defined by g(x) if and only if its
corresponding code polynomial c(x) is a multiple of g(x). This provides a
very convenient means for mapping information symbols onto code words.
Let m = (mo, m i , . . . , m^-i) be a block of k information symbols. These
symbols can be associated with an information polynomial m(x) = mo +
m\x H
h mk-\xk~~x, which is encoded through multiplication by g(x).
c(x) = m(x)g(x)

(8)

Cyclic Reed-Solomon codes with code word symbols from GF(q) have
length q — 1, one coordinate less than that obtained through the original
construction. A cyclic Reed-Solomon code can be extended to have length
q, or even length q + 1, but in both cases the resulting code is usually no
longer cyclic [21]. As the generator polynomial approach to constructing
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Reed-Solomon codes is currently the most popular, the reader may note that
Reed-Solomon codes with symbols in the field GF(q) usually have length
q — 1. For example, the field GF(256) is used in many applications because
each of the 256 field elements can be represented as an 8-bit sequence, or
byte. Reed-Solomon codes of length 255 are thus very popular error control
codes (see the deep space coding standard in Chapters 3 and 11).
The cyclic Reed-Solomon code construction process proceeds as follows.
Suppose that we want to build a t -error-correcting Reed-Solomon code of
length q — 1 with symbols in GF(<?). Recall that the nonzero elements in the
Galois field GF(q) can be represented as (q — 1) powers of some primitive
element a. The Reed-Solomon design criterion is as follows: The generator
polynomial for a t-error-correcting code must have as roots 2t consecutive
powers of a.

y

9

*w=ri (*-« )

<>

7= 1

Valid code polynomials can thus have degrees from It up to q — 2 [a
degree-(# — 2) code polynomial corresponds to a code word with (q — 1)
coordinates]. It follows that the dimension of a code with a degree-2f generator
polynomial is k = q — It — 1. Once again we see the MDS relation
Error correction capability =

length — dimension

.

(10)

Any valid code polynomial must be a multiple of the generator polynomial. It follows that any valid code polynomial must have as roots the same
2r consecutive powers of a that form the roots of g(x). This provides us
with a very convenient means for determining whether a received word is a
valid code word. We simply make sure that the corresponding polynomial
has the necessary roots. This approach leads to a powerful and efficient set
of decoding algorithms that are introduced later in this chapter and discussed
in detail in Chapters 5 and 10.

4 THE GALOIS FIELD FOURIER TRANSFORM APPROACH
The third approach to Reed-Solomon codes uses the various techniques of
Fourier transforms to achieve some interesting interpretations of the encoding
and decoding process. Once again, let a be a primitive element in the Galois
field GF(q). The Galois field Fourier transform (GFFT) of an n-bit vector
c = (co, c\,..., <?„_-!) is defined as follows.
^{(co.ci

c w -i)} = (Co, C i , . . . , C _ i ) ,

where C, =

E'C/C^',

j = 0, 1 , . . . , n - 1

(11)
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This is clearly a revisitation of Reed and Solomon's original approach, but
using the vocabulary and power of Fourier transforms.
Unlike the conventional analysis of signals in a communication system, it
is not entirely clear what is meant by the terms "time domain" and "frequency
domain" when we are working with coordinate values from finite fields. Despite this bit of fogginess, we can press on to some very interesting and useful
results. Suppose that our n-bit word in the time domain is a code word c from
a cyclic, f-error-correcting Reed-Solomon code, c thus corresponds to a code
polynomial that has as roots some 2t consecutive powers of or. When we
take the GFFT of thisrc-bitword, we find that the frequency domain word, or
spectrum, has 2t consecutive zero coordinates! It can be shown that the two
conditions are equivalent: a word polynomial has 2t consecutive powers of
a as roots if and only if the spectrum of the corresponding word has It consecutive zero coordinates. The GFFT approach is thus a dual to the generator
polynomial approach. The transform relationship leads to a series of efficient
encoders and decoders. The interested reader is referred to the pioneering
work in [3].

5 APPLICATIONS OF REED-SOLOMON CODES
5.1 The Digital Audio Disc
It can safely be claimed that Reed-Solomon codes are the most frequently
used digital error control codes in the world. This claim rests firmly on the
fact that the digital audio disc, or compact disc uses Reed-Solomon codes for
error correction and error concealment. In Chapter 4, Immink describes how
digital audio systems make use of Reed-Solomon codes and how the special
properties of Reed-Solomon codes make the sound quality of the compact
disc as impressive as it is (the signal-to-noise ratio at the output exceeds
90 dB).
The compact disc system uses a pair of cross-interleaved Reed-Solomon
codes. The details are left for presentation in Chapter 4, but three items
of particular interest will be noted here. Since Reed-Solomon codes are
nonbinary, each code word symbol becomes a string of bits when transmitted
across a binary channel. If a noise burst corrupts several consecutive bits on
the channel, the resulting bit errors are "trapped" within a small number of
nonbinary symbols. For each burst of noise, the Reed-Solomon decoder needs
only to correct a few symbol errors, as opposed to a longer string of bit errors.
Reed-Solomon codes can also correct erasures in an efficient manner.
The compact disc error control system uses the first of the cross-interleaved
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Reed-Solomon codes to declare erasures, and the second code to correct them.
This brilliant piece of engineering allows for accurate reproduction of sound
despite material imperfections and damage to the surface of the disc.
Finally, Reed-Solomon codes, as with any block code used in a systematic
context, can be "shortened" to an arbitrary extent. Most error control codes
have a natural length. For example, Reed-Solomon codes defined over the
field GF(256) can be said to have a natural length of 256 (the original approach)
or 255 (the generator polynomial approach). The compact disc system is able
to use Reed-Solomon codes of length 32 and 28 symbols, while still retaining
the 8-bit symbol structure of a length-255 code. The shorter code word length
keeps the implementation of the interleaver simple, while the 8-bit symbols
provide protection against error bursts and provide a good match for the 16-bit
samples taken from the analog music source.
5.2 Deep Space Telecommunication Systems
It has been said that deep space telecommunications and coding are a
"match made in heaven" [11]. For Reed-Solomon codes this has certainly
been the case. In Chapter 3 McEliece and Swanson examine the use of ReedSolomon codes in several of NASA and ESA's planetary exploration missions.
They begin by noting that Reed-Solomon codes were not an obvious choice for
deep space telecommunication systems because the deep space channel does
not usually induce burst errors in transmitted data. It was soon found, however,
that when convolutional and Reed-Solomon codes are used in concatenated
systems, enormous coding gains are achievable. A convolutional code is
used as an "inner code," while a Reed-Solomon code is used to correct errors
at the output of the convolutional (Viterbi) decoder. The Viterbi decoder
output happens to be bursty, providing a perfect match for a Reed-Solomon
code. The most famous application of the concatenated convolutional/ReedSolomon system was in the Voyager expeditions to Uranus and to Neptune.
Reed-Solomon codes were used in the transmission of photographs from these
outer planets, providing close-up images of worlds that, to the residents of
this planet, were once tiny smudges made visible only through the use of
powerful telescopes. Chapter 3 contains the first photograph of Uranus taken
by Voyager, a photograph that is also the first Reed-Solomon-encoded image
ever transmitted from deep space.
Chapter 3 also discusses the problems encountered by the Galileo mission to Jupiter. The high-gain antenna on board the spacecraft has refused
to deploy properly and is thus useless. All data collected by the probe must
now be sent to the earth by way of a low-gain antenna, resulting in a dras-
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tic lowering of the rate at which the spacecraft can reliably transmit data.
Engineers all over the world have been frantically working to find ways to
increase the coding gain provided by the concatenated codes used by Galileo,
In Chapter 11, Hagenauer, Offer, and Papke discuss several powerful means
for attacking this problem. These include the use of iterative decoding and
the soft-output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA). The SOVA provides for the declaration of erasures at the input to the Reed-Solomon decoder, thus improving
performance considerably. One key result that emerges from this work is
the demonstration that a concatenated convolutional/Reed-Solomon system
can provide for reliable data transmission beyond the cutoff rate. The cutoff
rate is an information-theoretic concept that many believe denotes the best
possible performance for an error control system. The results in Chapter 11
show that, for a concatenated error control system, this supposed barrier can
be surpassed. Hagenauer, Offer, and Papke have brought the performance of
a Reed-Solomon error control system within a few decibels of the ultimate
barrier: channel capacity. A series of photos of the lunar surface are used to
display the impact of these results.
5.3 Error Control for Systems with Feedback
In Chapter 7, Wicker and Bartz examine various means for using ReedSolomon codes in applications that allow the transmission of information from
the receiver back to the transmitter. Such applications include mobile data
transmission systems and high-reliability military communication systems.
Along with their powerful error correction capabilities, Reed-Solomon codes
can also provide a substantial amount of simultaneous error detection. The key
lies in the distinction between a decoder error and a decoderfailure. Consider
the decoding of a t-error-correcting Reed-Solomon code. If a received word
differs from an incorrect code word in / or fewer coordinates, then that code
word will be selected by the decoder, resulting in a decoder error. This is
an undetectable condition that causes errors in the decoded data. On the
other hand, if a noise-corrupted word differs from all code words in (t + 1)
or more coordinates, then the decoder declares a decoder failure. Decoder
failures are detectable, so the receiver is able to request a retransmission of the
problematic word. In Chapter 7 it is shown that decoder errors are actually
quite rare and that retransmission requests can be used to develop ReedSolomon error control systems with extremely high levels of reliability. Two
such systems are discussed. The first is a simple extension of the standard
forward-error-correcting Reed-Solomon error control system. The second
system uses the special properties of Reed-Solomon codes to a create a codecombining system. Multiple received words are combined to create code

